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 The trade deficit in goods and services grew to $80.7 billion in 

December, smaller than the consensus expected $83.0. 
 

 Exports rose by $3.4 billion, led by nonmonetary gold, 
pharmaceuticals, and autos. Imports rose $4.8 billion, led by 
cellphones & other household goods, toys, games, & sporting goods, 
and autos. 

 
 In the last year, exports are up 19.5% while imports are up 20.3%. 

 
 Compared to a year ago, the monthly trade deficit is $14.9 billion 

larger; after adjusting for inflation, the “real” trade deficit in goods is 
$14.6 billion larger than a year ago.  The “real” change is the trade 
indicator most important for measuring real GDP.   

Implications: The trade deficit grew to $80.7 billion in December, as imports 
grew faster than exports.  We like to follow the total volume of trade (imports 
plus exports), which signals how much businesses and consumers interact 
across the US border. That measure rose 1.6% in December, is up 20.0% 
versus a year ago, and sits at record highs.  In general, the increase in the total 
volume of trade signals a recovery from COVID-19.  For the entire year 2021, 
the trade deficit grew by 27.0% to the largest on record. Expect the trade 
deficit to remain volatile from month to month but generally remain large in 
the months ahead as the US has recovered from the coronavirus faster than 
most other countries.  This means the demand for imports should continue to 
outstrip the demand for exports to the rest of the world.  Also, the US is still 
running low on inventories for many goods due to the surge in consumer 
spending, which has been artificially boosted by large government checks to 
consumers.  That means the appetite for imports will remain much stronger 
than normal as companies try to restock their shelves and warehouses. Supply-
chain issues haven’t improved as ports remain overwhelmed in the US.  For 
example, the port of Los Angeles currently has 43 container vessels waiting to 
be unloaded with the average anchorage time right now at 18.8 days.  Omicron cases in the United States are starting to 
dissipate, and states this time around for the most part did not overreact with draconian restrictions like they did in 2020, so 
look for overall trade to keep expanding in the coming months as businesses across the US get back on their feet. It also 
looks like confidence is picking up with visitors from abroad as travel exports (spending by visitors to the US) grew for the 
4th consecutive month reaching a pandemic-high of $8.6 billion.  

International Trade Dec-21 Nov-21 Oct-21 3-Mo 6-Mo Year-Ago

All Data Seasonally Adjusted, $billions Bil $ Bil $ Bil $ Moving Avg. Moving Avg. Level
Trade Balance -80.7 -79.3 -66.5 -75.5 -74.9 -65.8

 Exports 228.1 224.7 224.1 225.6 218.3 190.9
 Imports 308.9 304.1 290.6 301.2 293.3 256.7

        Petroleum Imports 19.1 20.9 19.4 19.8 19.1 10.2

Real Goods Trade Balance -111.2 -109.9 -96.6 -105.9 -104.7 -96.6
Source: Bureau of the Census  
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